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Lehigh Today - February 26, 2015
Welcome to Lehigh Today! The Communications and Public Affairs Office is pleased to welcome new faculty, staff, alumni
and board members to our redesigned daily news email. In Lehigh Today, you will find the latest news and media coverage
featuring Lehigh's programs, research and faculty, along with higher education news highlights.

If you do not wish to receive this email, or you know additional Lehigh faculty and staff who would benefit from receiving it,
contact Lauren Weaver. Your request will be handled immediately.

James Peterson appears on The Ed Show.

Lehigh in the Media
MSNBC
CPAC sets the stage for GOP favorites
Republican presidential hopefuls take the stage at CPAC touting their conservative ideals, while attempting to
address racial issues. Ed Schultz, John Fugelsang and James Peterson discuss. (26 February)
WHYY NewsWorks
Does Black History Month separate more than it unites?
"The Remix with Dr. James Peterson" is a weekly podcast from WHYY that takes a fresh look at how race,
culture and politics intersect. A transcript from the Feb. 25 edition of the WHYY podcast explores Black History
Month. (27 February)
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Veteran journalist Bill Moyers is this year’s Tresolini Lecture
speaker.

Legendary journalist Bill Moyers to deliver
Tresolini Lecture
The multiple Emmy award-winning veteran
journalist Bill Moyers has been selected as this
year’s Tresolini Lecture speaker. Moyers’ talk,
which is free and open to the public, is scheduled
for 8 p.m. Tuesday, March 3, in Baker Hall of the
Zoellner Arts Center.

Lehigh University professor of civil and environmental
engineering.

Frangopol elected VP of Engineering Mechanics
Institute
Dan Frangopol, a structural engineer known
internationally for his contributions to life-cycle
engineering, has been elected vice president of
the Engineering Mechanics Institute (EMI) of the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE).
Frangopol previously served EMI as an ASCE
presidential appointee to its Board of Governors.

Higher Education News
Inside Higher Ed
Changes to Sex Assault Bill
The bipartisan group of U.S. senators that has been pushing legislation to curb campus sexual assaults is
making some changes to their proposal as they look to advance the measure in the new Congress. The
sponsors of the legislation, who now include five Democrats and five Republicans, on Thursday unveiled a new
version of their bill aimed at holding colleges more accountable for addressing sexual violence. (27 February)
The Chronicle of Higher Education
The Ever-Growing World of College Rankings
Last year at least three new rankings emerged from national publications or major companies, joining a long line
of magazines that have entered the rankings game since U.S. News & World Report started publishing its list
annually, in 1985. (27 February)

*Some media outlets require a subscription to view their online content. If you are interested in seeing the full
coverage of any media reports, please let us know by responding to this e-mail.
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